
FUNNY COLLEGE WRITING ASSIGNMENTS

is funny Creative writing assignment goes hilariously awry Creative writing assignment goes hilariously awry (1
Assignment): theCHIVE [ ].

The real causes of global warming. The dimwitted wimpy peaceniks who pushed the unilateral Aerospace
Disarmament Treaty through the congress had left the Earth a defenseless target for the hostile alien emipires
who were determined to destroy the human race. No sign of resistance so far Don't edit, critique, or revise
your writing. She was the only person in the family who never had an issue with drugs. In the world your
character lives in, holding on to your own sanity is the difference between destruction and thriving. And they
said your twenties would be the best years of your life. Guess-who Characters â€” with a twist! Set some rules
and restrictions. Everyone lives in harmony with each other. Their memory is foggy but clearing up, and they
have some sort of technical device securing their hands together. Tell us what gets your pen moving by
leaving a comment, and keep writing! For example, you may want to stipulate that no real people can be
mentioned in the story, or that it must be rated G. Write a story about how time has always been a constant in
a world where reality can be warped and stretched. Write a book about how the world used to be plagued with
war and famine and inhumanity. So camomile was out of the question. A red bike with a white basket and
muddy tires. Allow students to work with a partner 3. After light testing, they accidentally discover that the
local baker has a massive, dangerous, potentially even deadly secret. They said not to visit the museum at
night. Why advertising works. There are countless fantasy worlds out there and that means you really have to
focus on being unique within your world. But why? Why math science, English, etc. Use lots of extreme
adjectives and adverbs see chart below. They were just fired, and to top it all off, their long-term significant
other just broke up with them for their friend. Your main character has been feared it or been affected by it.
Within two hours after the passage of the treaty the Anu'udrian ships were on course for Earth, carrying
enough firepower to pulverize the entire planet. But for some reason, the person addressing them thinks they
already know everything about it. Write about a character who, after witnessing horrors of rising crime and
drug rates, ran away at the age of 12 to live on their own in a secluded wooded area. How far is that one
person willing to go to make that magic theirs? If you need more descriptive writing activities, you might be
interested in this post. Your character opens an old sketchbook to try their hand at it again after years of being
too busy with their corporate job. Write about how, while on a hike with friends, your main character
discovers a small tower buried beneath the ground. Write about a character who wakes up in a dark, hot room
dressed in hardly anything. The protagonist is digging in the garden and finds a fist-sized nugget of gold.
Write a book. Happiness is an illusion, as are every other emotion. What I really love about smog. Write about
how society has collapsed over hundreds of years, not with war or a single event like they always thought
would happen. Your character and their brother have always been best friends. When your character is sold for
the 8th time in their short 20 years, then end up at one of the top houses â€” and become a personal servant to
the next leader of their settlement. In an ancient world, your character is getting ready for a life partner
ceremony. Argue for a ridiculous side of the issue.


